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Movidius Neural Compute Stick 
 

Hands-on session 
The lab introduces you to the procedure for inferencing of Deep Learning models on Movidius NCS 

Prerequisites:  
1. A laptop with at least two USB ports. 

2. A laptop loaded with VMware® Workstation 14 Pro 

3. A USB stick loaded with a VMware image *** 

4. One Movidius Neural Compute Stick   

5. Validate system environment as described in below section. 

 

Activities: 

 Activity 1 – Image classifier on Movidius 

 Activity 2 – MNIST an end-to-end example 

 Activity 3 – The fun stuff 
 

 

Validating the System Setup 
After a starting the VMware workstation load *** the VMware image provide and start it.  

Default user: ubuntu 
Default password is: <blank> 

 

Run the below checks at your system home and ensure that your system setup is valid for the lab 

activities. 

 

Questions:  

 How many people have used and are familiar with VMware environment? 

 How many people are familiar with Ubuntu/Linux environment? 

 How many people are familiar with command line environment? 

 

Check your environment 
o $ uname –a  

Output :  

Linux ubuntu 4.10.0-28-generic #32~16.04.2-Ubuntu SMP Thu Jul 

20 10:19:48 UTC 2017 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64 GNU/Linux 

 

$ which mvNCCompile mvNCCheck mvNCProfile 

Output: 

 /usr/local/bin/mvNCCompile 
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/usr/local/bin/mvNCCheck 

/usr/local/bin/mvNCProfile 

 

o $ python3 -c 'import mvnc' 

Command execution should not throw any errors. 

 

Check the VMWare can recognize a Movidius stick 
 

o Plug in the  Movidius stick on to a USB port.  If any dialog boxes appear, just press ‘OK’ 

 

o Connect the newly inserted stick– from the menu option  

    VM | Removable Devices |<name of new device> | Connect (Disconnect from Host) 

 

 

 

 

o Run the below python script. 

$ cd ~/ncsdk/examples/apps/hello_ncs_py 

$ python3 ./hello_ncs.py 

Output: 

Hello NCS! Device opened normally. 

Goodbye NCS! Device closed normally. 

NCS device working. 
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Activity 1 – Image classifier on Movidius 
Objective 

 To execute an existing model trained on Tensorflow (Inceptions_v4) on the Movidius stick. 

 Run inference on images of interest.  

 

At this point we only want to do a simple inference, usage of other ncsdk tools will be demonstrated 

later. 

 

Move to: ~/ncappzoo/tensorflow/inception_v4 

 

What You Have 
The directory contains all the information to perform the inference required. The file run.py contains 

the following lines: 

path_to_networks = './' 

path_to_images = '../../data/images/' 

graph_filename = 'graph' 

image_filename = path_to_images + 'nps_electric_guitar.png' 

 

for which we want the AI to identify the image 'nps_electric_guitar.png', we can change the image 

by referring to a different file in '../../data/images/' 

 

NOTE: if the folders above do not exist, then use the command ‘make compile’ 

 

Exercise 1 
1) In the above directory run the command: ‘python3 run.py’  

 

With the result: 

 

Number of categories: 1001 

Start download to NCS... 

******************************************************************************* 

inception-v4 on NCS 

******************************************************************************* 

547 electric guitar 0.9873 

403 acoustic guitar 0.0091705 

421 banjo 0.0015497 

715 pick, plectrum, plectron 0.00080442 

820 stage 0.00027895 

******************************************************************************* 

Finished 

 

2) Change the image file by editing run.py and re-run the inference, see what happens.  
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Activity 2 – MNIST an end-to-end example 

  

Objective 
 To build from scratch a TensorFlow CNN for the MNIST data set. 

 Familiarize yourself with the TensorFlow output files. 

 Familiarize yourself with the ncsdk tools: mvNCCompile, mvNCProfile, 

mvNCCheck.  

 

 

Move to: ~/CLASSFILES/DAY02/SESSION3/movidius_tensorflow 

 

What You Have 

The files and directories have been stripped to a bare minimum to clarify the process as much as 

possible. 

 

File breakdown: 
cleanAll.sh      

wipe all generated files – start afresh 

 

mnist_trainer.py 

1) Downloads training and test files, if they don’t exist 

t10k-images-idx3-ubyte.gz   

t10k-labels-idx1-ubyte.gz   

train-images-idx3-ubyte.gz   

train-labels-idx1-ubyte.gz 

2) Create the CNN 

3) Train the network 

4) Test the network 

5) Output network files and weights to directory mnist_model/   

 

mnist_converter.py 

1) Adds properly labelled input and softmax output layers to files in mnist_model/   

2) Outputs the results to directory mnist_model_converted/   

 

createGraph.sh 

1) Steps into directory mnist_model_converted/  

2) Uses ncsdk tool mvNCCompile to create the graph file for the Movidius stick 

 

image_classifier.py 

Loads the CNN with the graph file and the passes a prescribed image through the inference engine.  
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Exercise 1 
1) Run ‘cleanAll.sh’ to reset to a pristine environment. 

2) Run ‘python3 mnist_trainer.py’ to train the CNN. 

3) The network is trained, and the accuracy determined, by the number of iterations which is 

controlled by the variable NUMITER in ‘mnist_trainer.py’. 

4) The output goes into mnist_model/. 

5) Run ‘python3 mnist_converter.py’ to modify the model to include the appropriate input and 

output layers and put the results into mnist_model_converted/. 

6) Run ’createGraph.sh’ to generate the ‘mnis t_inference.graph’ file in the directory 

mnist_model_converted/ for uploading to the Movidius Neural Compute stick. 

7) Run ‘python3 image_classifier.py’ to upload a file of your choice from the directory 

test_data/. 

 

Exercise 2 
1) Adjust the number of iterations in ‘mnist_trainer.py’, to say 1000 and rerun Exercise 1 steps 

2) to 7). If at any point you need to kill it use CTL+C. 

2) Observe the inference probabilities. 

 

Exercise 3 
1) Edit the number of shave processors used in the file ’createGraph.sh’  

 

mvNCCompile mnist_inference.meta  -s 12 -in input -on output -o mnist_inference.graph 

 

2) Experiment with the values from -s 12 to -s 1,2,4,8 and compare the wall time and inference 

 

Exercise 4 
1) Use mvNCProfile to generate a graph report:  

 

mvNCProfile -s 12 ./mnist_model_converted/mnist_inference.meta 

-in=input -on=output 

 

2) Use file browser or firefox to view the resultant  ‘./output.gv.svg’ or  ‘./output_report.html’ 

files. 

 

Exercise 5 
1) Use mvNCCheck to compare the results between the host and the Movidius stick ***  

 

mvNCCheck -s 12 ./mnist_model_converted/mnist_inference.meta -

in=input -on=output -i data/images/cat.jpg -id 829 -S 2 -M 128 -cs 0,1,2   
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Activity 3 – The fun stuff 

 

Objective 
 To build on the previous exercises 

 To play with the ncappzoo examples 

 

Exercise 1 

 

Move to: ~/movidius_tensorflow 

 

1. Use Inkscape to generate a new figure of your own. 

2. Use the 64 x 64 icon template. 

3. Paint a rectangle of white over the canvas. 

4. Switch tools to line drawing. 

5. Draw the figure you want to infer a digit from 0 to 9. 

6. Change the drawing tool color to black. 

7. Export it to test_data/ it as a png. 

8. Modify image_classifier.py to use the file name of the exported png file. 

 

Exercise 2 

 
A number of existing examples can be found in 

 

 ~/ncappzoo/apps 

 

Try the tiny yolo real time object recognition 

You will need two sticks to enable this example, amongst others. 

For this you will need to make your next door neighbour your BFF and share sticks 

 

Move into stream_tiny_gn where you will find the file stream_tiny_gn.py 

 

And run ‘python3 ./stream_tiny_gn.py’ 

 

 

 

 
 


